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22nd June 2020 

Dear Parents/Carers,  

It has been lovely to see our two Reception bubbles return to school today and start to settle 

into very different classrooms to the ones they left three months ago. I am also immensely 

proud of the Year 6 and Year 1 pupils who have returned into their bubbles and continue to 

cope well with the adjusted routines.  

I'd also like to take the opportunity to thank you for all of your on-going support with the home 

learning activities, and to all of those who are regularly sending in work for our teachers to see, 

we love to see what the children have been up to at home, and are missing having the children in 

the academy as usual. If you'd like to send in the work, please use the email addresses which 

are picked up by teachers within each phase:  

• EYFS@beckrow.attrust.org.uk 

• keystage1@beckrow.attrust.org.uk 

• year3and4@beckrow.attrust.org.uk 

• year5and6@beckrow.attrust.org.uk 

Having welcomed back some children from all year groups as initially outlined in the Government 

guidance, along with our critical worker group of pupils, we are unfortunately now unable to take 

any more pupils at this current time, due to our limited capacity and staffing available. This 

does mean that any further pupils from Years 6, 1 and Reception will also be unable to join us, 

as all bubbles are now at full capacity. Should these circumstances change, we will of course 

endeavour to offer places to those who are interested.   

I’m sure that you will have heard lots of speculation about September in the media over the 

last few weeks, alongside other members of the trust, we are looking at ways to plan for 

September and will be sharing these with you as soon as we are able.  

Yours sincerely, 

 
Mrs R. King 

Principal 

 


